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0 of 0 review helpful Precious indeed By Swamy A lucid presentation of the phenomena for a seeker of truth Highly 
recommend to sieve through every words of wisdom My pranaams to Guruji It is everyone s experience that the basis 
of daily living is facing life from moment to moment necessarily accepting whatever the moment brings sometimes 
pain sometimes pleasure The interconnected opposites of pain and pleasure along with the opposites of every 
conceivable kind beginning with male and female form the very basis of life and living and therefore it is impossible 
to separate one from the other What the human being wants is one and not the other About the Author RAMESH S 
BALSEKAR is one of the most profound spiritual Masters of this Age He is both a brilliant writer and a captivating 
speaker Shortly after retiring as the President of the Bank of India he met the sage Nisargadatta Maharaj and began t 
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2017nbsp;its a good day for twitter user carter wilkerson he just broke a record for the most retweeted post ever 
beating out previous retweet champ ellen 
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